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We have investigated the kinetic coefficients in a low-density plasma with large radiation
pressure in which the mean free paths of the electrons and photons are limited by Compton
scattering. It is shown that the electron-photon drag causes a reduction in electrical conductivity and a marked increase in thermal emf as compared with a plasma characterized by
Coulomb scattering alone. It is also found that scattering on photons eliminates electron loss.
A resonance similar to the cyclotron resonance can occur for a wave propagating along a
magnetic field, but this resonance occurs at w = Q/2.
trical conductivity {in a magnetic field) is reduced
AT the present time a theory is available to deby
approximately a factor of 8.
scribe the kinetic properties of a plasma consisting
3. The interaction with the photons eliminates
of electrons and ions {cf. [ t]). Theories have also
electron
loss.
been developed to describe radiative thermal con4.
Under
certain conditions the mean free path
ductivity [ 2] and radiative viscosity .[3 J It turns out
of low-energy electrons can be increased apprethat a photon flux can have an important effect on
ciably.
the conductivity and thermal emf of a plasma and
5. There is a marked change in the dielectric
that under certain conditions the electron flux can
constant of the plasma at external-field frequenproduce a transverse radiative thermal conductivity in a plasma in a magnetic field. Under these cies appreciably greater than the frequency of
Coulomb collisions but much smaller than the
conditions an effect arises which can be called an
Compton
scattering frequency. Under these condielectron-photon drag.
tions
the
dielectric
constant increase~ markedly
In an electric field the electrons acquire a
when w = Q/2 {Q is the Larmor frequency), that
momentum which is transferred to the photons, so
is to say, a resonance arises. This increased dithat the photons are ''dragged'' by the electrons.
electric constant obtains up to very small values
On the other hand, a temperature gradient proof the "detuning" o = 21 w - {Q/2) I /Q; when o
duces a photon "wind" which drags the electrons.
= 0, however, the dielectric constant is approxiIn a plasma that is sufficiently rarefied or hot the
mately
unity.
electron-photon interaction is stronger than the
electron-ion interaction and the mechanism indicated above can have an appreciable effect. In the
1. KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR THE ELECTRONS
present work we treat the kinetic properties of a
AND PHOTONS
nonrelativistic plasma in which the Compton scattering of electrons and photons is stronger than
We consider a hot low-density nonrelativistic
the electron bremsstrahlung due to ion collisions
plasma { T « mc 2, where m is the electron mass)
and the associated inverse process. The results
in which scattering of electrons on photons is comof greatest interest are the following.
parable with scattering of electrons on ions. We
1. The thermal emf is increased by approxilimit ourselves here to the case of a plasma in
mately the ratio {T /}ic) 3 /n where n is the electron which the density is low enough so that the mean
density and T is the temperature in degrees. This free paths of the photons and electrons are deterratio is extremely large for the conditions indimined by Compton scattering.
cated here.
The condition that must be satisfied if both
2. The longitudinal electric conductivity is rescattering mechanisms are to be comparable is
duced by a factor of 3 while the transverse elec'Y ~ 1, where 'Y is a parameter we introduce below
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(1.10). In this case the minimum dimensions of
the system (determined by the mean free path of
the photons lf R:: 1/n~, where n is the number of
electrons per cubic centimeter while ~f R:: 7
x 10-25 cm 2 is the cross section for Compton
scattering) can vary over wide limits. If T
= 10- 10 (approximately 10 6 deg) it follows that n
~ 2 x 10 10 while lf ;c, 6 x 10 14 , that is to say we are
dealing with astronomic magnitudes; when T
= 10-7 (approximately 109 deg), however, n ~6
x 10 25 cm- 3 and lf ;c, 2 x 10-2 em.
Assume that the plasma is in a nonequilibrium
state under the effect of an electric field E, which
is constant in time and space, a gradient of the
chemical potential \7!;, and a temperature gradient
\JT. We use the notation np = n~ + fp and Nqe
= N& + gqe to denote the distribution functions for
the photons and electrons over the respective momenta p and q and photon polarization e, where
n~ and N&_ are the equilibrium functions while fp
and gq denote deviations from equilibrium. The
system of time and space independent kinetic
equations for electrons and photons in a magnetic
field H is then*
v•;;,mr+eEVpnp+fvlH, Vp{pl

=+~ ~d 3 qrf3q'Wqq'
e,e'

X {np• [Nqe(l + Nq'e') o(ep·-er+cq-cq')

+N q'e·(l+Nqe)b(ep•- ep+cq'-Cq)]

-np[Nqe(1+N q'e' )b(ep•-eq+cq' -cq)
+Nq•e•(l + Nqe) b (ep•-ep+cqp+cq')l},

~q V N qe = ~ \ .~:J3pd 3 q' Wqq'np
X b (ep'- Bp

+ cq- cq')- Nqe (1 + Nq'e')

X b (ep' -

+ cq' -

cq) l.

J

Here, d3q = (27rti)..;J dqxdqydqz; Wqq' = Wq'q is
the photon scattering probability, characterized by
a momentum change from q to q'. For convenience the transformed collision integral in the
first equation is symmetrized with respect to q
and q'. We also neglect the collision integral
corresponding to electron-ion collisions; this
term will be added below.
We linearize the equations in fp and gq:
vVnp + eEvpnp+7v [H, Vp/pl =

~ ~~d3 qd 3 q'Wqq'
ee'

X {fp• INq (1

+ Nq•) b (ep'- ep + cq -cq')

+ Nq• (1 + Nq) b (ep·- ep + cq' -cq)l*[H, v] ~ H

X

v' E v

~

E. v.

3

3

ec' .,~

+ gq•e•N ql b (ep• c: vN q =

Bp

+ cq -

cq')} =A

+ B,

(1.1)

L; ~ci 3 pd 3 q'Wqq' {np [gq'e' (1 + N q} + gq.N q•)
e'

+ cq- cq')- (gqe (1 + Nq•) + gq'e'Nq)
X b (ep'- ep + cq'- cq)l + fp [Nq• (1 + Nq)
X b (Ep• - Bp + cq - cq') - N q (1 + N q')
(1.2)
X b (ep'- ep + cq'- cq)l} = C +D.
X b (ep•- Bp

Here and below the equilibrium functions n~ and
N& will be written without the zero superscript.
Actual magnetic fields will satisfy the inequality
tiO « T, where Q = eH/mc is the Larmor frequency, so that H «meT/en= T/11 R:: 10 10 Oe when
T = 10- 10 • Under these conditions the transition
probability Wqq' is independent of magnetic field
H, depending only on the cosine of the angle between
the polarization vectors. We shall see below that
in cases of interest the kinetic equations have solutions in which these functions are independent of
polarization e. Hence the transition probability
Wee' is averaged over the polarizations e and e'.
Thus
Wqq ·(1
- jc2n:li)"c"
4
qq'

o!

J

+ L; \ d qd q' Wqq' {np' lgq·e (1 + N q) + N q•gq.l

+ cos2qq') •

(1.3)

IN q'e' (1 + N qe)

e'

ep

- {p [Nq (1 + Nq·) b (er·- Bp + cq'- cq)
+ Nq• (1 + Nq) b (ep'- ~;P + cq -cq')l}

where r 0 = e 2 /mc 2 is the electromagnetic radius
of the electron. In calculating W we assume that
E = 1 - 47rne 2 /mw 2, the dielectric constant of the
plasma, is unity; this follows because for thermal
photons ( w ...., T /ti) the relation

holds for all conditions in which the effects being
considered here are of importance; that is to say,
the parameter y introduced below is not smaller
or greater than unity by more than three or four
orders of magnitude.
In Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) the term A describes the
scattering of nonequilibrium electrons on equilibrium photons; the term B is the drag integral for
equilibrium electrons dragged by nonequilibrium
photons; the term C describes the scattering of
nonequilibrium photons on equilibrium electrons
and finally, the term D is the drag integral for
equilibrium photons dragged by nonequilibrium
electrons.

,
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The momenta q of the thermal photons and the
change D.= q' - q due to scattering are much
smaller than the momenta of the thermal electrons
p; on the other hand, the scattering of photons on
electrons is essentially elastic so that I q' - q j/q
« 1. By exploiting this situation we can reduce
the equation for the thermal electrons (1.1) to a
differential equation in the following way. In term
A (1.1) we write Nq ( 1 + Nq') = Nq' ( 1 + N , )
ec(q'-q)T- 1; furthermore p' = p ±D.; c (q' ~ q)
= p·D./m ±6.2/2m (plus for the first term and minus
for the second term of A) and we replace the integration over q by integration over D. so that
A =

~ d3 ~ [ w<+> (b., pb.) {tp+t>. exp [,:r (pb. + ~) J- fv}
+ w<-> (b., pb.)

{tv-t>.- fv exp [,;T (pb.-~)J}J;

w<±>(b., pb.) =-i~d 3 qWq.Jq+AJNJq+t>.l (I+ Nq)

in.,= 2L.,cnp ~ qgqd 3 q.

In computing C we make use of the fact that
gq is proportional to q ·A where A is the perturbation vector; hence, the term containing gq'
vanishes in the integration over q'. We neglect
the difference in the arguments of the o-functions
in .the remaining term. Then, C = -L.rcngq, where
n IS the number of electrons per unit volume.
Finally, in D we again neglect the difference in
the arguments of the o-functions and expand Nq'
= Nq + ( q' - q) 8Nq /Bq, so that

Collecting all terms, computing the left sides,
and adding the electron- ion scattering in (2 .4) (for
simplicity the relaxation-time approximation is used)
we have

+ 6 (cq - c I q +b. I+ pAlm± 112/2m).

Here, w<+> (6.,p6.) Jo w<->(D.,(p +~)~).
The quantity w(±) (6.,p6.) is a sensitive function
of the first argument, because it is small, but is
relatively insensitive to the second, p ·D.. Hence,
in determining the integral A with the accuracy to
l:l 2 required here it is adequate to write w<+>
p

= w~> + Vpw~> ~(if W is formally expanded as a

function of p). Expanding all other quantities appearing in A we have
A =divpjAp.

iA.>

={(vp{p +

:rtv)~~ 2 W(b.,pb.)d3 ~,

where the difference between w<+> and w<->,
(terms of order 6. 2 in the arguments of the afunctions) can now be neglected. To compute the
remaining integral we convert to the variables q
and q' and neglect the difference q' - q. Using
(1.3) we have
A
' Cf

=

= ~ divp(pfp
f

mc2
.~ f cNT '

= 4rc• (!.. )3
45

he

•

In B we first replace q' and q in the argument

of the functions gq' introducing the variable ~
= q' - q; as before, we neglect terms of order f:l 2
in the arguments of the o-functions and expand the
integrands to second order in powers of D..
Then,
B=-divpinv;
wl =

inv=np~b.W 1d~.

~ d3 qWq,:q+t>.lgq6 (cq- c Iq +b. I+~~).

or, for the accuracy required here,

~P (eE- Tv f- -f- vr) =
-2L.,cnp \' qgqd 3

J

Nq (I + Nq}
Tt

(ep)

=

divp [ :, (Pfv + mTvpfp)

q] ~v [H, VPfvl- ~-),
c

T; (ep!T)'1•,

(1.4)

't\flp

~~ vT = -L. 1cngq

+ Nq (I + N q}

~; ~fv·P'qd3p',

r' ·m·1·;V2rr.e4 nAZ 2
1

T; =

(1.5)

(A is the Coulomb logarithm).
These equations can not be solved without the
Coulomb term; this result follows because the
electrons obtain momentum from the electric
field and transfer it to the photons and the momentum of the total system would increase without
limit. We introduce the variable x = E/T and denote the coefficients of vn (x) by A and Bx where
A=

n l_
v T

eE -

T

- !!__ vT
n

T

'

Then, writing

f (v) =

+ mTvvfv).
N

-

n (x) VTt (rp (x)

+ X (x)),

(1.6)

where cp(x) and x(x) are proportional to the inhomogeneity A and B, we obtain the equations
(Wo + rWl) rp +

YTt [Q,

rpl

=

(Wo + rWJ) X+

YTt [Q,

xl

= J
d

d2

W 0 =-2xdx•

+

(1.7)

J (rp) + yA,

(x) + yBx,

(2x -5) dx+ I,

wl

(1.8)
1

= ,--;,
X '

- ~ - !_3:5_~

Y-

't-

16:rt•

'f, s"3

nz•

~ 2 5 ·IQ-65

m c,. Tuj,~ .

nz•

Tu;,•

(1.9)
(1.10)

where 'Y is a parameter that describes the effect
of the photons ( T i is the time required for the
electron energy T (x = 1) to relax via electronion relaxation and Tf is the characteristic electron-photon relaxation time.)
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In this work we limit ourselves to the case '}'
« 1, where electron-photon scattering is much
stronger than electron-ion scattering. The quantities J ( qJ) and J (X) are integrals of the motion

in (1.4), multiply the result by pd3p, and integrate
over momentum. 0 As applied to Eq. (2 .1) this
procedure is equivalent to multiplying by e-~ 3 1 2dx
and integrating over x. When y = 0 the only nondiverging solution of Eq. (2.1) is qJ 1 = 1; hence,
when y « 1 we can write as a first approximation
W0<p 1

As we have indicated, however, Eqs. (1. 7) and

(1.8) hold only for thermal electrons. They apply
when I pI > I q I ~ T /c (or x > T /mc 2 ).
Equation (1.1) is satisfied by qJ = const for electrons with the dimensionless energy x « T /mc 2 .
The integral of the equation is actually not changed
because the photons are scattered primarily by
thermal electrons. With the assumption that qJ is
constant, substitution of Eq. (1.8) leads, after some
simple calculations, to the result (x « T/mc 2):

={: V mc2 /T

q;

(J (q;) -+ rA)-+ y-r, l(J (q;)-+ rA),

Q] -+ (3y 2 -r;/2) VT!mc 2 (J (q;)

+ rA)

Q}
(l.ll)

if the Coulomb scattering of electrons on ions is
not important at these energies.
2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS WITHOUT
MAGNETIC FIELD
In the absence of a magnetic field it is convenient to replace (1.6) by

fP =

p(eE-Tv(~/T))

mT

n

()
X

()
't';<j!E

X

pvTn(x)'t';fJlT(x)

mT

-

'

which leads to the equations:

+

(Wo-+ rW1) <j)E (x) = J (<pE)
y,
(W 0 + yW 1 )<pT(x) =J (<pT)-+ y(N!n-+ x).

1jJ (x) = -

ix-'r,

+ C (x-'1• + 2x-'i•).

(2 .3)

To determine C we can join (2 .3) to the solution
of the equation for x < y 213 (or for x < T /mc 2 if
T /mc 2 > y 2/ 3 ). However, it is more convenient to
use the equation that expresses the conservation of
electron momentum in the stationary state. This
equation is obtained if we substitute gq from (1.5)

=

ylx'f,.

After the indicated multiplication and integration
by parts we have

+vn

J(<p 1)

=

+y;t -

r - 2x'!.dcpfdx lx=o·

Comparing this with the expression for J ( qJ 1 ) obtained from Eq. (2.3) we conclude that C = % while
J ( qJ). which is needed only to determine the kinetic
coefficients, is 3h/4.
When T/mc 2 < y 2 the solution of Eq. (2.1) is
meaningful for x > y 2. In this region the solution
is of the form 'fJE(x) =x3 12 (1 +J('fJE)/y). Since
J ~ 1, the relaxation time for the low momentum
electrons is increased by the ratio y- 1 as a consequence of the interaction with the photons.
When x- oo we find 'PE (x)- 3h/4, i.e., this
quantity remains finite so that the nonstationarity
associated with the loss of electrons is removed
by electron scattering on photons.
To solve Eq. (2.2) we add and substract%
from the right side. The solution is then a linear
combination
<pT (x) = (N!n

+ :) (J

(<pT)

+ y) <p 1 (x) + <p 2 (x),

(2.4)

where qJ 1 (x) is the known solution of (2.1) while
qJ 2 ( x) is the solution of the equation
(W 0 +yWt)qJ 2 (x) =y(x- %).
The solution of this equation for x ~ 1 is

(2.1)
(2.2)

Here, the functions <PE and qJ T have the meaning
of relaxation times expressed in terms of T i.
To solve Eq. (2.1) we write 'fJE(x) = (J + y) CfJt·
If x > y 213 (in which case the Coulomb term is
small) it is convenient to make the substitution
qJ 1 ( x) = 1 - y!/! ( x). Neglecting terms of order y 2
we obtain the equation W0 !/! (x) = x..;Jf 2 ; the solution
that remains finite at infinity is

119

<p2 (x)

=

+

y (X -

+) + C2 (x-'f, + 2x-'i•).

Application of the previous method gives C2 = 0
to accuracy of order y. (() 2 does not make a contribution to J and the drag integral becomes
J (cpT)

=

-f Vli (N!n-+ +)·

We now substitute the expressions 'PE (x) and
'PT ( x) in fp and compute gq from Eq. {1.5); we
then obtain the current j and energy flow W for
y«1
j =a(E-

~ V ~)-aVT, w=aT(E- ~ V ~ )-'--<'lVT;

a= -f Vnne 2 -r,!m ~ 0,3a0 ,
tJ =

~
~ + 22 ~
(..!!_
n 2:.1
e•
n

a =(ale) (N!n

+-}),

+ 2)
( 1 + 15_j__r_)
2
vit + ~6 r ~e• •

1lWe are indebted to 0. V. Konstantinov and V. I. Perel'
for pointing out this procedure to us.
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Writing j = Vt = 0, we obtain the thermal emf
and the thermal conductivity:
• _

~ = _!_(~- _1__ +~)
VT

e

n

T

2

'

eE u - e

x= ~~+ ~r ~.
2
n :r.f

6

e

Wx

Wy

The second term gives the electron thermal
conductivity, which is smaller than the photon conductivity when y ~ 1. Terms proportional to y are
omitted in the expressions for a and Ol.
In the other limiting case, y » 1, we find Ol
s:::; Na0 /ne. Corrections of order y- 1 to the other
kinetic coefficient are not physically meaningful in
the present approximation since we have not taken
account of the electron-electron interaction, which
is much stronger than the electron-photon interaction in the present case. When j = 0 the thermal
emf E/V'T ~ N/en.
The following conclusions can be drawn from
these express ions.
1. In the limiting case in which scattering of
electrons on photons is very strong the electrical
conductivity is reduced by approximately a factor
of 2.
2. Drag of electrons by photons causes a significant increase in the thermal emf, by approximately the ratio (T/nc) 3 /n for both y « 1 and
y » 1. This ratio can be large even when y » 1.
Under these conditions our results for the thermal
emf hold only when the electric field is weak.
3. A feature of the Thomson scattering of
photons is the result, which follows from Eq. (1.8),
that the change in the photon energy flux due to the
drag of photons by electrons is NTj /n; this vanishes
when j = 0.

interested only in the case in which E, Vt or VT
(and consequently cp) are perpendicular to the
magnetic field. In presence of a magnetic field
the current density and energy flow density are
given by the following general expressions:

w =aTE" -lWT
E*

+ a'H-

1 [

+ a'TH=

E*HI- a'H- 1 I "ilT, HI,
1

ar = '),' ar
ax

ox •

= (aT/v + a'T'A' - 6) 8TJax = - x8TI8x,
= (aTiv' -a'T'A + 6') 8Tiax = -x'8TI8x. (3.3)

cp (x) = l(Wo

+ yW

1) 2

+ (yQ-r1)21-I {(Wo +

yW1) (J (~:p)

+

yA)

+ yT; l(J (~:p) + yA), Ql}.
Expanding in powers of (yQri)-1, keeping quadratic terms, and computing J ( cp) we have
A

1P (x) =
B

7. (x) = x'l, (y-2 + n•-r~)

-

6 (x-

x'l,

[A, 0]

<r-• + n•-r~) + -no:r; '
5 [B, 0]

+2

-nz1:--;

4yB(x-sh)

+ 1 + 1 2n2-r~

(ro-ry (28 + -r, [8, 01).
5 / 2)

The kinetic coefficients are then
a =-4-

v it

at

r • + (O-rtJ• ,

a=:(~+l),

If the vectors A or B are proportional to some
external field E while VT II H, the solutions of
Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) are unchanged; hence we are

j = crE"- a"ilT

+

In the case of interest to us, N » n, the coefficient K is determined to good accuracy by the
photon energy flux; the electron drag does not affect this flux in Compton scattering. Hence, the
electron energy flow is determined only by K'.
Equations (1.7) and (1.8) contain two parameters,
y and yOri; hence, when y « 1 we must consider
two different cases, yOri » 1 and yOri « 1.
When yShi » 1 the formal solution of Eq. (1.7)
and Eq. (1.8) can be written conveniently in the
form

3

3. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS IN THE
PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD

cx1'- ex' a
a• a'2

(3.1)

[E*HI -6'H- 1 ["ilT, HI, (3.2)

E -(Tie) "il (~IT).

Writing j = 0, with H = Hz and VT = 8T /8x, we
obtain the thermal emf, the Nernst field, and the
energy flow

'), = N!n + ~ +9fl6Q 2 t~,

'),'

= -9j8Q-r1•

The remaining coefficients can be easily obtained by means of formulas written with the help
of (1.6).
In this case the fact that the photons are not in
equilibrium is found to be important only in that
the coefficients Ol, Ol' and A contain the additional
factor N/n as compared with the usual express ions.
When ySh i « 1 it is convenient to consider the
cases Qri » 1 and Qri « 1 separately. When
Qri » 1 we expand the quantities cp and x in
powers of both small parameters, retaining terms
of order (Qri)-4 and y 2 •
The solution is
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+ ( 1-

J2 (1~\

X (x) =
[)( 1 (x)

2

(~!c;J• -2(Qr,.y) -y'ljl

%Xt~(x) -

)

usual case. The other feature that merits attention
is the fact that the coefficient A.' vanishes to order
y and (Qri) 2 . In the other limiting case (y » 1)
it can be stated, without solving the kinetic equations, that the coefficients a, a' and A. are proportional to N/n.

[I\, !l]
!Frt'

~ ( x- ~ ) B

is obtained from cp( x) by replacing A by

B). Here, tfJ is determined from Eq. (2.3) and
J ( tfJ) = 4/3-fii, while the kinetic coefficients are:

4. HIGH-FREQUENCY CONDUCTIVITY
Assume that the system is in an external electric field E = E 0ei(k · r-wt) where k · E = 0 and
w Ti » 1. We can then neglect the Coulomb term
in Eq. (1. 7) and find
W0rp

+

rl [ Q, ip] -- iwTfip =A

y

=

_
!,

x

5
N . J 2 (tjJ)
2N
N
2
[ -+-.--------:---(r~h;)
n
2
n (Q-cy
n

"A'=-
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J

N
--rJ('IjJ)
n
'

_:>_. ['

V :n

+J

(rp) Y;

cos'' q E do

.\ 1- iw'Ci

+ ick'C1 cos kq

·

(4.1)
(4.2)

Here, do is the element of solid angle in q space;
the factor Y arises as a consequence of the need
for taking account of both time and spatial dispersion for the photons in Eq. (1.8). Calculation
yields

{J~L% [(yQr;)Z+rJ('IjJ)J.
l

x' = - 2.5cr'yT/t; 2 •

In this case, in addition to the changes in the
coefficients a, a' and A., similar to those obtained
earlier, we may note certain features of the coefficients A.' and K'. These quantities contain the
factors 'Y and y 2 so that they become smaller as
scattering on photons becomes more important.
When yQ 2 rl > 1 we have A.' ,...., Q in place of the
usual relation A.' ,...., u- 1•
When Qr i « 1 we need only retain terms of
order unity, y, and yQri in the expansion of cp(x)
and )(( x). We then have
A

rp (x)

= J NT

+

[A, !l]
J" (tiJ)

-c,
r-c;[A,O](J(tjl)-tjl)
1, (lJ-')

tjJ)
J (tiJ)

-_

ae' ( Nn

+ -".~ ) '
""

rp

{(I -

=

+

iwr1) 2

+

Q 2 r7}

{l (I -

Qk/- (I - iwr1) Y] 2

+ [A, Q] r 1}

cr
,

=

+

iwr1) 2
Q 2 r?Y 2 }-1

K {(I - iwr 1) A+

Tf

{(I - iwr1) A
[A, Q]},

(4.4)

X

'~
~

,~

(ne 2 Ttlm) K (I -

iulTt -

Y),

The dielectric constant is

(4.5)

where x1 (x) differs from cp(x) in that A is replaced by B. fu this case

N'
~

Since the solutions of the homogeneous equation
are damped we shall only be interested in the particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation (4.1)
cp = const, which is

whence

+ yA 1-+
x(x) = +x1 (x) --+ r (+-x) B,
(

(4.3)

-

a'rT ,
2.5-7

"A' = 0.

The most interesting new features of the
kinetic coefficients in this case are the reduction
in the longitudinal electrical conductivity by approximately a factor of 2 and in the transverse
conductivity by a factor of 8 as compared with the

The tensor Eik is of the same form as O'ik• that is
to say, it consists of a symmetric diagonal part
and an antisymmetric nondiagonal part; when H
= Hz this tensor, like O'ik• can be expressed in
terms of three scalar quantities:
e

= I

+ 4:nicr/w,

e' = 4:nicr' /w,

where Eo is the dielectric constant for H = 0.
These relations are an equation for the tensor
Eik· In the limiting cases, which we now consider,
they are simplified considerably.
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We consider the case of a wave propagating
along the magnetic field. When rJ: 1 « w « r£ 1 ,
we have

+
+
+
iw~-r,
Q2-rr
=- - - - - - , - 1-+
-'-o--W
(2iw-r, + n•-rr)• + n 2-r7 (1 + iw-rr)

B
I

B

= I -

2w~ ( 1 Q 2 -r'f)
---;-;;-:---,-~--=--~~~---;---,-
(2iw
Q2-rr)•
Q2 (1
iwTf)

+

w~

e

'

= 4:nne 2 /m.

=

1 - (w~Trliw) (I B1

When Q ~ w, but is not too close to w = rl/2, we
can neglect the small terms rlTf• thus obtaining
iw~

1

B

that for smaller deviations the absolute value of
the complex dielectric constant is of order unity.
It is evident that photon drag due to electrons
is no longer important ( Y = 0) when w Tf » 1;
also

= £l2- (2w)2

Q

-;o- .

(4.6)

These expressions apply almost up to the point w
6 )Q/2 we see
that damping can be neglected so long as

= rl/2. Actually, writing w = ( 1 -

(4.7)

=

(iw~Trlw)

iwTr) !(I -

1(1 - iwTr) 2

+

iwTr) 2

+ n ,n-1,
2

(4 .8)

Q 2 <]l-1 QTf.

The easiest way to check the validity of these
qualitative considerations is to carry out the calculations in the absence of magnetic field, in which
case Eik becomes a scalar. Then, k = w-IE /c and
(4.5) becomes a quadratic equation in E. One of
its solutions corresponds to a damping in a time
much smaller than the period while the other coincides with Eq. (5.7) for Q = 0.
Neglecting electron-electron interactions we
find that the longitudinal waves are damped out in
a time smaller than one period.

Thus, up to very small values of the deviation the
dielectric constant is essentially real and increases,
reaching maximum values in the immediate vicin1 s. I. Braginski1, JETP 33, 459 (1957), Soviet
ity of the point w = rl/2. It might be said that there
is a resonance close to this point.
Phys. JETP 6, 358 (1958).
2 D. A. Frank-Kamenetskil, Fizicheskie
The Faraday effect exhibits the following behavior. The angle of rotation per unit length is
protesessy vnutri zvezd (Physical Processes
Inside the Stars), Fizmatgiz, 1959.
r '
4w 2
)'/,
J
3 A. S. Eddington, The Internal Constitution of
2~ I + Q' _ (~w )2 - I .
the Stars, Camb. Univ. Press, 1926.
However, the increase in refractive index as w
approaches the value rl/2 continues only up to
Translated by H. Lash in sky
deviations that satisfy (4.7). Calculation shows
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